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ghis/prN12inary n3tificaticn ccnstitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or' k~ '

p(ic tien or evahation, and is basically all that is known by the staff on this date.lic interest significance. The.information is as' initially received without veri-
1

. Facility:--Duane Arnold Nuclear Power Plant Licensee Emergency Classification:
'

Iowa Electric. Light &' Power Company X~ Notification of an Ur. usual Event
: Cedar Rapids, . Iowa ' Alert

Site Area Emergency
'

: Docket No, 50-331 General Emergency
Not Applicable

Subjtet: . AUXILIARY TRANSFORMER ' FAILURE
-

|

' ~

LAt'1:34 a' m.- (CST) on . Sunday, November 4,1984, .while operating ~ at 58% power, the.

-facilityLexperier.ced an explosion and fire'in the plant's auxiliary transformer.
Thisiresulted i_n the loss of power to'the station's non-essential buses and caused
'a turbine control: valve fast closure which resulted in a reactor trip. All systems
Jresponded to the trip as required and no.other problems were experienced with-the
' plant shutdown.

.

When the auxiliary transformer failed the explosion and heat generated caused not only
- the automaticideluge system for the auxiliary transformer to initiate but also caused

.
the deluge system on the adjacent Start Up transformer (separated by a' concrete wall)
to initiate. The combination of the explosion, heat and deluge system resulted in a
" lock out" of the Start Up transformer output breaker, thus it not only did not pick
up the non-essential loads lost by the auxiliary transformer, but it also lost the

~

c

- essential? loads that -it was supplying.

i.These essential loads were automatically picked up'by the standby transformer. Thus,
y allJof:the Emergency Core Cooling Systems were fully powered during this event.>

Plant operations personnel very' alertly manually started the High Pressure Cooling
Injection System (HPCI) and maintained the reactor water ' level. (The HPCI would

.

4:

have automatically -started on low level). Later, the operation personnel also
manually started the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System-(RCIC) as a backup to

, Massure continued control of the1 reactor water-level.

The emergency diesel generators also auto-started and came up to voltage and speed
but were never called upon .to supply power.*

,

iThe. auxiliary tran'sformer deluge system automatically started and contained the*

. fire iThe plant fire-brigade responded and extinguished the fire. The local fire.

' department responded but were not called upon to perform.-

: Initial investigations.and observations by the licensee indicate that the cause of-
;the 'explosionf and fire'was due to an internal short circuit inside of the auxiliary
transformer. -As a precautio. nary measure the licensee analyzed a sample of the oil

y_ 'from the-Start Up transformer for moisture or indications of an insulation break
down before. returning that1 unit to service.

j

During the. event, the Emergency Notification System -(ENS) was out of service when'

the AT&T power relays failed to function when the essential buses shifted._ ~
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y
-Comunications were conducted by commercial lines until the ENS phones were restored.

An: Unusual Event was declared at 1:47 a.m. (CST) when the non-essential busses were lost
and was terminated at 4:37 p.m. (CST) when the Start Up transformer was placed in service.

The. plant is currently in the cold shutdown mode.

The State of Iowa will be notified.

This information is current as of 11:00 a.m. CST November 5, 1984.

'

. Contact: DI B'o (FTS388-5546) R. ick (FTS 388-5575) ' '
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